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FROM THE PREZ
Many of you may not know this but our Association, the Granville & Districts Soccer Football Association
(GDSFA), is the oldest in Australia! Founded in 1900, the GDSFA is even older than the Commonwealth of
Australia which was founded on 1 January 1901, when our nation was still a collection of colonies! You can
read all about it here: www.granvillesoccer.com.au/about-gdsfa/history
I write this because when you read this fascinating historical piece you will
also learn that our club was a founding member in 1901! We are the oldest
soccer football club in Western Sydney! You can read all about our history
and even read old newspapers on our website too.
So you can imagine that during the past 119 years our Association and club
is layered with a rich glorious history, none more so than that which is
found in the Cottam Cup. The Cottam Cup is the oldest continuously played
for knock out competition in Australian soccer football…it is a very
important piece of soccer silverware and our club has won it the most with
12 titles! You can watch a wonderful video that I researched and directed
here: www.granvillesoccer.com.au/cottam-cup/cottam-cup-history
This has been a difficult year for our sport, in fact all sports. Despite
Football NSW cancelling all of its knock out competitions as have most
Associations for their own internal knock out competitions, our Association
has decided to play the Cottam Cup this season as there has been much
interest in continuing with the competition and to continue to make
history.

The Cottam Cup, the oldest knockout competition in Australian
soccer football

For the past few years we have entered a team in the Cottam Cup without
a realistic expectation that we would win but this year we have a strong
Premier League Squad and they are confident of advancing deep into the
tournament. We wish them at the very best and I ask that we all come out
and watch them play as they do our club proud. Of course I need to point
out that they have some big boots to fill.
Our club’s Golden Age was from 1967 to 1973 when we were undefeated
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and the Association’s best. If you want to find out more about these teams, please ask our Vice President
Vince Wyatt, because he played in those Champion teams and has been with our club SINCE 1965!
Go the Tahs!
Noel Dona,
Club President.

RESULTS FROM ROUND 053
We won and lost the exact number of games on the weekend but it was great to see all our junior full field
teams pulling off wins.
The Under 12 Div. 3 team is still undefeated while the other 12s team in division 4 pulled off a good win too.
The Under 14’s found it hard going against a team with just nine players, eventually prevailing but only after
coach Goran had lost most of his sanity.
Our Premier League squad didn’t play as we are awaiting the outcome of an appeal against a tribunal
decision. More on this in the next edition of Free Kick.

Age Group | Div.
08 Koalas
08 Possums
08 Wombats
09 Koalas
09 Wombats
10 Dolphins
10 Koalas
10 Wombats
11 Koalas
12 Div. 3
12 Div. 4
14 Div. 3
16 Combined
AAM Div. 4
Premier League Res.
Premier League 1sts

Home Team

Home Score Away Score

Pendle Hill FC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Merrylands SFC
Auburn District
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Wenty Waratah
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Lidcombe CSC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Greystanes FC
Greystanes FC

1
5
0
3
4
6
14
2
4
5
5
0
2
1
TBA
TBA

2

4
1
9
0
2
8
0
0
2
2
1
3
1
4
TBA
TBA

Away Team
Granville Waratah SFC
Greystanes FC
Merrylands SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Greystanes FC
Parramatta City
Pendle Hill FC
Granville Waratah SFC
Merrylands SFC
Greystanes FC
Granville Waratah SFC
Guildford McCredie
Lidcombe Waratah
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
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MATCH REPORTS
It is our intention to feature in all newsletters, every match report we receive. Coaches, managers and
parents, please organise among you to ensure someone is selected to write a report of the match!
All previous newsletters are available from the club website via this link:
http://granvillewaratah.com/wp/newsletters/
Please Note: The final score will only be shown for U8s and up. For 6s and 7s we don’t want to encourage
parents to focus on the score but how much fun and enjoyment their kids are having.
Each week we choose the best report to be the Featured Match Report, this week the Under 12 Division 3
team wins for a well-written account of their game along with a great photo of coach Steve putting some
fire in the bellies of his players with a great half-time speech!
Special mention to the U8 Possums for the best photos of the round. Gotta love a team dab.

Under 12 Div. 3 – Featured Match Report
Through the Fog and the Cold - It was as much a battle against the fog and the cold, as it was a battle
against Merrylands Black, this early (early!), cold Saturday morning.
Seif scored first goal of the match, after much back and forth between the two determined teams, both
fairly evenly matched. Granville worked hard deflecting some tough Merrylands attempts – many kudos to
Ian and his always-strong efforts in goals. Seif then knocked in goal number two, from a nice assist by Ali S.
Saharsh was once again smashing away with stellar, high energy defence; and Akeem repeatedly continued
to drive the ball up field with his effortless drop-of-the-hat speed. Tahaa had his trademark quality defence
and playmaking on full display.
Numerous attacks and tenacious defence from both sides continued through to half time, but the score line
remained fixed at 2 – 0 to Granville as both teams assembled for their halftime debriefs.
Surprisingly, the second half started even colder than the first. Temperatures having dropped significantly
further. The Ref even blew an extended time out in order for the Merrylands goalie to add his jacket over
top of his uniform…!
Nithin brought attempts in to the (now warmer) Merrylands goalie – sadly unsuccessful. Merrylands quickly
replied – with their own first goal of the day. And, not too long after that, came another from Merrylands –
evening the score, 2 – 2. Sarth was denying attackers with his sturdy defence.
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Angus and Ethan were unceasingly tearing up the mid field. Kyran and Fahad provided top defensive
support. Ali and Adee worked to deliver opportunities to up front. Things looked (and felt) dangerous – on
the horizon was the possible late delivery of a cold loss to Granville.
But then – BANG, BANG, BANG. Seif cooked up some fresh red-hot specials of three Granville goals – all in
the final ten minutes – and a burning appetite for a win was satiated. Final score 5-2, Granville over
Merrylands.
Granville played tough and tight throughout; Seif dispatched all five Granville
goals – no mean feat; but it was Saharsh, with his non-stop defensive gems, who
walked away this time with Player of the Match. As Coach Steve put it, “he put
his everything on the line”. Saharsh even recorded (to his own regret) his first
ever yellow card – as he put all his enthusiasm into stopping another player.
Keep on battling strong, Granville. Keep on battling, Together.
Coach Steve
Coach’s Player of the Match: Saharsh
Saharsh, Player of the Match

Report by From the Sidelines
Final Score: 5 – 2 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 6 Wombats
Our Round 5 game against Wenty Waratah was an overcast day with dewy conditions on the pitch.
The team played a very strong defensive game, some new tactics were employed and the kids took to them
very well. First being learning to mark a player, the kids found someone to mark in defence and proved to
be a good tactic in limiting the offensive runs of the opposition team. We secondly employed some new
formations with the introduction of a sweeper.
While defensively we were great the attacking
plays were lacking. We found it difficult to keep
possession in the opposition half. A scrappy well
fought goal was a big take away for the day.
For the next game in training we will be working
on goal scoring, long passes and keeping
possession.
The kids have been developing really well and
we have some good points to work on.
Aditya had a good game and was involved in some key possession stealing tackles. Awesome
Sreeyan made some key runs with the ball but unfortunately couldn't find the net despite some great
dribbling. Keep up the good work.
Rohan played a very strong game and showed big improvement in dribbling and possession of the ball, he
also stopped a few strong runs by the opposition.
Arya enjoyed his first game and was familiarizing himself with his team mates and the game play, he was
very brave in tackling and was involved thoroughly throughout the game. Well done!
Aidan played a great defensive game
and showed off his great dribbling
skills.
Krithik made some key tackles
during the game.
Herschel was very passionate about
the game and very energetic in
chasing the ball and tackling. He also
managed his first goal! Well done
Herschel, well deserved for your
hard work and passion!
Well done everyone!
Coach Melvin
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Under 7 Koalas
The Koalas were up against Parramatta City on the weekend and it was an interesting game with all the
energies put forward by our little champs!
Playing at our home ground, the
match started and both teams came
out firing. Out champs fought to
score, but it was tough and the
opposition scored four goals to just
the one for us before half-time.
The team started the second half
with a positive outlook and
determination towards scoring first.
And we did! We scored off a kick-in
near the corner. The ball was swung
in and Khang was able to knock the
ball in the back of the net!
Later, Arjun knocked the ball straight
in the goal twice which left us with a
score of 5-4 with just two minutes to
go. We were hoping to make a draw
but unfortunately the opposition
used the opportunity and scored
another!
Karthik and Manish defended well
this time which helped to control the
goals from opposition, Shrey did well
by tackling the ball hard though a
couple of goals were missed.
Samridh scaled up very well this time
and ran all around the field to defend
against the opposition.
We missed two of our key players
Roy and Drisha today, hopefully they
can join us for the next match.
Overall, it was a thrilling and competitive game. Well done team!!
[Editor: The team was without coach Victor for the day but the parents are all united for this team and they
were able to find a game leader for the match. Thanks to assistant coach Khoi for stepping up!]
Coach Khoi
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Under 8 Koalas
It was a cold morning for our match against Pendle Hill FC. We had to warm up and prep for the game but
we did it well and the boys got onto the pitch, ready to go.
We kicked off and the boys hit the opposition goals fast and hard. Our boys held possession for a good eight
minutes and we sat in the opposition half the whole time. We kept attacking the goals. But their ‘keeper
was doing a great job and kept all our efforts out.
We made some tactical subs and with five minutes to go before the break, we finally got some reward for
our efforts. With just four quick passes Jude had scored our first goal. Then two minutes later with a
clearance from Mahmoud in the back we got the ball at halfway and a pass from Isaac found Jude in front
of goal who put us two up going into the break.
We started the second half just as fast and dominant as the first. The opposition had no look into our goals
as we held them in
their half for a good six
minutes. Then we had
a intercepted pass and
the opposition found
them selves in front of
our goals. But our
keeper Omar was up to
the task and stopped
the shot.
They locked us in our
half for a good three to
four minutes before we
took the ball up the
line, Ninor making a big
run up the sideline and
crossing to Christian in
the middle to score
beautifully and make it
3-0. We now had full control of the game.
Our team continued to hit the opposition goals but their goalie made some great saves, keeping out good
strikes from Isaac and Ninor. Then the boys took their foot of the pedal and the opposition were in our half
and threatening to score. And after a mistake in our back line the opposition made it 3-1.
The boys picked up the ball and went out to get another goal for their mistake and a few minutes we had a
corner. Christian whipped in a great ball and on the other end was Jude to make it 4-1 and that was how
the match ended. A great game by the boys!
Coach Ferras
Final Score: 1 – 4 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 8 Possums
A very fresh and foggy morning at Belmore Park greeted players and parents for our 8:30am Round 5 match
against Greystanes FC. This week we welcomed Mehaan to our team to take our group of Possums to 10
players in total, allowing us a buffer of three reserves to get us through the rest of the 2020 season.
After a good win last week and another great
training session Wednesday night, we were
looking to build on the growing team spirit and
positive momentum with another solid
performance. Scoring more goals than the
opposition is one thing, but improving our skills,
teamwork and style of play is what we are
trying to achieve each week (and having heaps
of fun).
Zoran and Sineth got the game started and
were soon demonstrating the benefits of
playing together for the past few weeks as they
combined well through the centre of the field
as well as some impressive one-two passing
Early morning fog
moves out wide, providing many attacking
opportunities. Unsurprisingly it was Zoran who scored the opening goal of the match with one of his
dynamic dribbling runs and a powerful strike. This was followed by Sineth with one of his own, thanks to an
incredible kick from Bijad at left fullback which flew over the heads of Greystane’s players and into the path
of Sineth who put it away.
Bijad is really beginning to own his position
on the field and his ability to read the game is
playing a key role in not only stopping the
opposition attack with his fierce tackling, but
turning our defense into offense by kicking
the ball upfield so effectively. Adnan has
equally brought strength and security to our
team at right fullback, intervening at just the
right moment on many occasions to get us
out of trouble, despite one scary moment in
the game where he attempted to clear the
ball away over our goal line only to see the
ball fly past Tristan in goals and just miss the
outside post for what would have been an own goal – Phew!

Corner kick positions

Tristan didn’t have a lot to do in goals during the first half apart from handling the odd corner kick from
Greystanes and taking a number of goal kicks. Both Tristan and Liam did fantastically well with their goal
kicking, tacking their time to pick out an available teammate and booting the ball upfield and out wide,
finding the target on nearly every occasion.
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We were winning 2-0 at the break and I was more than happy with how every player was contributing to
the team. As always, I reinforced the need to spread out and to call and pass as much as possible, which to
my joy, and the parents on the sideline, is exactly what happened.
Greystanes kicked-off the second half, but before they knew it, Sayan had stolen the ball and scored a great
individual goal within a blink of an eye. Greystanes bounced back with some attacking of their own, one
shot brilliantly saved by Liam in goals, followed by another which found the back of the net. From then on
Granville dominated the play with some free-flowing passing using the full width of the field.
Yaseen was getting plenty of good ball out wide on the right-hand side in space and Ashutosh and Mehaan
joined in to help link up our play and keep us constantly moving forward.
We managed to score another two goals to win the game 5-1, but what
was most pleasing about this match was the improved passing and
running into space to open up our opportunities to attack.
Zoran (pictured right) was selected as our Player of the Match for this
game, as he has shown consistent effort and enterprising play which
always lifts the players around him. Keep up the great work Zoran and
well done U8 Granville Possums.
Coach Anthony
Final Score: 5 – 1 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 8 Wombats
It was a beautiful morning for being outdoors and to play some football! We were up against Merrylands
SFC and by the game’s start, the Under 8 Wombats were ready to go. We all turned up early so we could
prepare for the match and there was enthusiasm for our home game. This week we had a full squad and
ready to show Merrylands what we could do.
Try as hard as we could, this was a game where
the ball refused to go in for the Waratahs. The
kids really deserved a goal from this match!
Yash is showing he can lead our team from
defence. He has an ability to read the game
and is good at turning defence into attack. He
made lots of good goal saving intercepts and
tackles and attacked on several occasions.
Jyanshu was our superstar goalkeeper in the
second half. He made save after save by diving
and coming off his line to get stuck in the
tackle. Good job Jyanshu!
Zain and Savya made excellent solo runs through the middle of the field and showed Merrylands what we
could do.
Nicholas once again came onto the field and impressed us with his beautiful passing to team mates in
space. Rose was full of energy and ran all over that midfield. Tania and Rania impressed me with their
energy and enthusiasm. Both girls showed they can not only make tackles but are learning how to play as
part of a team. They gave space to our teammates who had the ball and spread out when needed.
The highlight of the game was late into the second half. Savya had made another speedy run with the ball
past several defenders before passing to Zain. Zain took an excellent, low and hard shot but the ball
rebounded off the inside of the post! Aditya was on hand to attack the rebound but again it just came off
the goal line. The ball refused to go in!
We may not have got the goal today but I
am very proud of the way we played and
the energy and enthusiasm shown by all.
We owe a special thank you to Savya’s
mum for bringing and sharing delicious
cupcakes with the team. They were well
deserved and I am told very delicious!
Coach Michael
Final Score: 0 – 9 to Merrylands SFC
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Under 10 Dolphins
Our match on the weekend was against Greystanes FC, a good footballing club with a large number of
miniroos. Last year’s dolphins managed two wins: a thrilling 3-2 victory and then a huge 6-2 mauling for the
return match with a blistering second half where we blew the opposition away.
Alas, on Saturday even though we won the first half by four goals to two, it wasn’t enough to win the match
as we lost the second half by two goals to six. We were the better team with the better players but we lost
this game tactically.
As the coach, it’s my job to organise the
team for each half and it just didn’t
happen for the second; by the end of the
half our players had completely lost any
semblance of shape and the opposition
were waltzing through our defences,
taking shots for fun. Unfortunately for us,
all their shots went in, and this is no
reflection on our second half goalie at all.
It was the team’s goalkeeper rotation
policy and untimely substitutions that
were more at fault. It was a good learning
experience, to say the least!

Anuj scoring the team’s first goal

We have some decent stoppers in the team and so a much smaller pool will rotate through the position,
meaning I won’t be putting unsuitable players into that position going forward. Even though he scored a
great poacher’s goal in the first half, the game wasn’t much fun for our second half goalie and that is not
the feeling that we want players to experience.
The match did have its moments: we saw a hat-trick of goals from Ajiri, all of them taken well outside the
box. We’ve missed Ajiri’s long range shooting and a tactical re-jink of our midfield and defensive midfield
might be on the cards.
Anuj, Elijah and Nathan also added to the scoreboard, while Ishan picked up a hat-trick of assists. Most of
the team put in at least one key tackle, with Harsh the outstanding defender with his two key blocks and
two goal-saving tackles.
We play Merrylands on the weekend
where we get to see if we can
improve on our 1-0 win from last
month. Go the ‘Tahs!
Coach Andy
Coach’s Player of the Match: Ajiri
Final Score: 6 – 8 to Greystanes FC
Nathan scores the team’s third goal
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Under 11 Koalas
The team was fired up for a big game against Wenty Waratah and they did put in a strong effort, and
despite the score line, I was pleased with their performance. It was a tight game, a good game and we
fought to the end. If it is the goal of the team to improve a little more each week, then we did that. So well
done team. We are in the game and being competitive not necessarily because of individual talent, but
because of improving team work and individuals understanding how to understand to play better…and
again this is very pleasing to watch every Saturday.
Against the Waratahs we started well and played a good shape with Aryan and Krish holding the midfield
and when they managed to find Barghav and or Deon out wide, we made good metres down field and put
lots of pressure on the opposition. A really great passage of play was when Deon or Barghav would then
cross the ball and find Dhruv in the middle to
shoot for a goal. That happened twice in the
first half and though we could not find the
back of the net, it was beautiful to watch.
Wenty scored first after lots of pressure but
then a fantastic running counter attack caught
Wenty sleeping and Deon got in position to
score a fine finish. After we scored it was back
and forth and our fullbacks of Rayan, Hrish
and Leo scrambled and tussled hard but a
second goal was scored just before half time.
The second half was much like the first. They
scored after sustained pressure and then we fought back and scored after a sweet shot from Dhruv beat
their keeper. Unfortunately they then scored their fourth very quickly and caught us out of position at the
back. It was perhaps a little unfair, as we were on top during this passage and deserved another goal or
two, but it is a good lesson for us on
how quickly a game can change if we
are not focused and playing tough.
For the rest of the game we all
worked hard, with Hrrishi using his
muscle well, Dev visibly getting
better every week as he goes in hard
and makes life difficult for the
opposition and Rayan in goals made
some sweet second half saves.
Bring on the next Saturday as we will
continue to build on each game.
Coach Noel
Final Score: 4 – 2 to Wenty Waratah
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Under 12 Div. 4
Two evenly matched sides played hard today and it was the 'Tahs that came out on top against Greystanes
FC.
The game flowed well with the first goal going to Greystanes but it didn’t take long for our team to equalize
with a wonderful goal.
Impressive passing throughout the game especially in the second half with the player finding some
wonderful touches and super kicks across the field finding team mates.
Our very own wonder woman Meya was like a rocket running from one end of the field to the other in a
flash. She was also named the Player of the Match.
Great determination and skilful passing
between the team showed some awesome
potential on things to come for 2020.
Overall, the grit and courage of the team
prevailed as the result showed. Another
wonderful effort all round. Keep up the great
work!
Coach Stephen
Final Score: 5 – 1 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 14 Div. 3
Our match on the weekend was against Lidcombe CSC. Our opponents only had 9 players, however it
turned out to be a very frustrating game.
From the kick-off our boys were on
the attack. We were based in the
opposition half for most of the
game. We had a number of shots
on goal but could not penetrate
their defence enough times to
create more chances. The most
frustrating aspect of the game,
every opportunity Lidcombe got
onto the ball, they would kick the
ball out as far as possible, to waste
time. Vihaan, Wisam, Dev and
Gene all had attempts on goal in
the first half.
After the break, I told the boys to
The team lines up before kick-off
change up our attack and try to
draw out our opponents. This was
working with some great runs by Ankit, Manraj with assistance from Soumil, Adam and Emren. But again,
we weren’t able to penetrate their defence. The couple of times they did counter attack, Ricky, Dean and
Bryson covered the back line well.
With less than 15 minutes left, the
game was still locked at 0-0. We
made a tactical move and swapped
Aaron from goalkeeper with
Manraj, to mid-field attacker.
Within one minute, Aaron got a
great ball outside the box and
placed a wonderful shot into the
top right hand corner, to score our
first goal.
After that, Lidcombe’s resilience
crumbled and Wisam scored two
more goals to finish off the game.
Well done team.
Coach Goran

The team sings the victory song after the game

Final Score: 3 – 0 to Granville Waratah SFC
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TEN QUESTIONS
For every issue of Free Kick we will now select a member of the club and ask him or her 10 questions so that
we can get to know this person!
This week we have selected Zac Farah.
Zac first joined the club 2 seasons ago. He started as a wanting All Age player but was soon bitten by the
coaching bug and so put his hand up to volunteer as a coach and help develop the local children – we said
YES THANK YOU! Last year, his first year, he took a new team of under 14’s to the semi-final and along the
way very much enjoyed the journey. He now coaches the under 16’s with our President Noel and the All
Age Men 4’s as a player/coach. We wanted to know more about him, so this week he takes the 10
questions challenge.

1. Favourite football player?
Lothar Matthaus
2. Favourite breakfast cereal?
Weet Bix
3. Favourite type of pizza?
Seafood
4. Big Mac or a big Kebab?
Neither, big Shawarma
5. Your favourite cartoon character?
Batman
6. What is your favourite animal? Why?
Lion, King of the jungle, very intelligent
7. Favourite song?
The champions league song
8. If you could have dinner with anyone in the
world, who would it be with?
I'm not sure who was it last time we did
this, but i'm gonna have to say Marilyn Munro
[Editor: Last time you said Donald Trump! Haha, I also refuse to provide any context for this to make sense]
9. If you had a time machine, when and where would you go?
1994, to my doctor and coach and listen to everything they ask of me and do it. Could have played at
a high level if I listened
10. If you could get free tickets to any concert or event in the world, who or what would you want to see?
A World Cup Final game
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